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Milestone: My 10th DevCon. Wow. Either I’m getting old, or I have nothing better to do …


This year’s conference was held at the amazing Gaylord Texan Resort and Conference Center 
in Grapvine, Texas (Dallas area). (The photo above is the ceiling of the arboretum - about 10 
stories up!) It was impressive for FileMaker to land this venue, especially considering that there 
were some issues with the scheduling (as evidenced by the lack of a venue announcement at 
the end of last year’s conference). I’ve included some photos of the facility scattered 
throughout the report and on the blog post.


Integration was the primary focus of this year’s content - integration with web services, 
integration with the so-called “Internet of Things” (IoT), integration of outside sources with 
FileMaker. I hate to admit it, but I never heard the acronym IoT prior to the conference, which 
led to a self-embarrassing question early on (I didn’t die from it). But the content was generally 
very good overall (at least the sessions I attended).




Day 1: Monday, August 6 (Training Day) 
I had originally not planned to attend the training day, but when I saw Jeremy Brown would be 
doing a session on JavaScript, and Bob Bowers would be covering integration … I couldn’t 
resist. (And my lovely wife agreed the extra $400 was worth it.) I had arrived early (having no 
travel difficulties, for a change), so I had more or less an entire day to kill anyway.




MORNING SESSION 
TRA09: JAVASCRIPT FOR FILEMAKER 
DEVELOPERS 
JEREMY BROWN, GEIST INTERACTIVE 

I was very impressed with Jeremy’s session from 
last year, and the custom JavaScript libraries he’s 
developed to provide interface enhancements. So I 
was eager to see what he had to say in this 
session.


Jeremy started by covering the basics of the Web 
Viewer object, which is more or less a miniature 
web browser embedded in a FileMaker object. 
Since JavaScript is the “language of the web”, it’s 
a natural fit for FileMaker. Some 95% of web sites 
use JavaScript to power their sites; it’s extremely 
powerful and extremely popular. And, it’s the only 
programming language native to the entire 
FileMaker platform, because of the Web Viewer, 
and because the data API uses node.js (which is 
basically JavaScript running on a server). 
Therefore, it’s worth the time to learn.


The session was organized around Jeremy’s 3 year journey of learning JavaScript. The first 
objective was to learn JavaScript on its own. The next objective was to learn how JavaScript 
and FileMaker connect, or integrate together. How can we incorporate a JavaScript library into 
a FileMaker custom app?


It’s difficult to do much of a writeup on these training sessions, because so much of the 
material is hands on exercises. We also had trouble with time - Jeremy had over 25 exercises in 
his sample file, and we only got through maybe 5 or 6. But Jeremy put together a great lessons 
file with lots of exercises, which I’ll be following up on later. I do agree with him - JavaScript is 
probably the best language (outside of FileMaker itself) for a FileMaker developer to learn.


AFTERNOON SESSION 
TRA08: INTEGRATION 
BOB BOWERS, SOLIANT CONSULTING 

A few years back, Andy LeCates of FileMaker and I happened on each other in the airport on 
the way back from DevCon, and we had some time to talk. At the time, Andy said something 
that turned out to be prophetic, and very accurate: “FileMaker is becoming an integration 
platform.” In today’s data world, integration of data from multiple sources is crucial, and 
FileMaker is well suited to the task. Bob’s session was all about the functionality FileMaker 
provides to make integration work well.




Bob’s first topic was integration through the Web Viewer. 
Basics of a Web Viewer integration:


• HTML

• JavaScript library

• CSS

• Function

• Data (probably JSON)


Combine them all, render in a Web Viewer. A handy concept is 
being able to interact back with FileMaker when the user 
performs an action in the Web Viewer. The FMPURL protocol 
is perfect for this functionality (which is called “callback”).


Bob spent several minutes covering these basics, using a 
demo of a data tables library. The demo gave a good example 
of how quickly a JavaScript library can be incorporated into a 
file. He also pointed out something Jeremy didn’t mention - 
the need for the fmpurlscript extended privilege for callbacks 
to the FileMaker database.


Data tables are a viable alternative to virtual tables. Bob showed how a summary table could 
be included using a Web Viewer and card window - even including some JavaScript math to 
perform some calculations.


Next was ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) and ESS (External SQL Sources) integration. 
Bob mentioned that this was relatively old technology, but some developers had avoided it, so 
he wanted to cover it. He gave a good overall review of ESS and some of its benefits and 
limitations.


The flip side of ESS is FileMaker as an ODBC data source. This applies when an outside client 
of some sort wants to consume FileMaker data, independent of the FileMaker interface. Again, 
this is older technology; it has largely been supplanted with the data API for FileMaker, but it’s 
an option for systems that can’t query via a web endpoint. Just like the use of the FMP URL 
protocol, an extended privilege (fmxdbc) has to be enabled for the privilege set the outside 
client will use. You can use either a file on FileMaker Server (preferred), or a locally hosted 
FileMaker database (to, for example, exchange data with another application on the same 
machine, like Excel). Another issue - if the host machine is a Mac, then the ODBC Manager tool 
and the FileMaker ODBC driver will have to be installed. (The driver is available from the 
FileMaker Knowledge Base. It should also be available from the product installers, according to 
another attendee.)


Bob demoed how to connect to a FileMaker database from Excel over ODBC. Relatively easy 
process, the main benefit of which is the storage of the connection and querying information 
inside the Excel sheet. He also showed how to push data to FileMaker from Excel by modifying 
the query (using INSERT INTO), and how to generate pivot tables quickly from FileMaker data.


The final topic for integration is the use of APIs. Bob covered some of the basics, including 
defining REST (Representational State Transfer), explaining the request-response nature of web 
APIs, and how to make the request in FileMaker (the Insert from URL script step).




Methods for accessing a REST service include GET, POST, PUT, PATCH, and DELETE. The 
method matters - services are expecting or support only certain method(s). The headers are 
information telling the service what kind of information to expect.


No configuration is required in FileMaker or the solution to use REST. The request is sent 
directly from the client to the endpoint. Bob suggested using the Postman application to build 
and test REST requests. The “Code” button allows the developer to see the cURL (which 
stands for Command line URL) options set for the request, which is very helpful. (The cURL 
options are not normally required for GET requests.)


A common authentication type is Bearer, which requires the client to request a token that it 
then uses for all future requests. Some services attach the token to an account, and some 
expire. Specifics can be found in the specific API’s documentation.


Tip: Tokens can be stored in Custom Functions to hide them from users.


Tip: Use the Quote ( ) function to quote cURL parameters.


One thing that has stumped me for a while is the somewhat odd syntax for cURL strings in the 
Insert From URL script step:


	 “ —dump-header $$responseHeader”


Normally, this would just be a string of text in FileMaker. If you wanted to include a variable, it 
would look like this:


	 “—dump-header “ & $$responseHeader


In this case, FileMaker is being told to put the response header the web service returns into the 
variable, even though the variable is part of the cURL string.


cURL:


	 “-d @$data”


Tells cURL to use what’s after the “@“ (in our case, a variable) for the data. Use this to handle 
proper escaping, quoting, etc.


I was thrilled to participate in an exercise covering how to fetch data into FileMaker from 
Dropbox. This was a specific use case extremely useful for a build I was involved with at the 
time (our documents management system for a local law firm).


The last topic Bob covered was using the new data API to access FileMaker data via an 
endpoint. Similarly to the ODBC hosting, a setting on Server and an extended privilege (fmrest) 
are required. The data API, like the CWP APIs, is layout-based (so the developer controls fields 
via the layouts). It is Server only (no support for client-shared files).


As an aside, Wim DeCorte of Soliant Consulting (a fellow FileMaker Community MVP and a 
developer for whom I have enormous respect) has a Postman collection with all the calls for 
the FM API.


One handy feature of Postman is support for variables in endpoints. Look in the 
Environment Variables area (accessed from the eye icon). Variables are enclosed in 
double curly braces (“{{ }}”).




Tip: The FileMaker Data API uses Basic HTTP Authentication. Use Postman to do base64 
encoding, or Base64Encode ( username:password ) MINUS a trailing carriage return. 
(IMPORTANT! If the trailing carriage return is sent, it won’t authenticate.) You can use GetValue 
( x ; 1 ) to remove the trailing return.


Tip: Calls for a token require an empty set of curly braces as a parameter. Use -d {}. I’m not 
sure why FileMaker did it this way, but it’s a definite trip point if you’re not aware of it (it is in the 
documentation).


As a final teaser, Bob demonstrated pushing data from a web service to FileMaker. Specifically, 
he pushed subscriber information from MailChimp, using Zapier. Zapier is basically a step-by-
step action builder for interacting with web services.


Bob’s session was excellent. It coalesced the requirements for web services extremely well, 
and was easy to understand.


Day 2: Tuesday, August 7, 2018 
Day 2 started into “regular” DevCon sessions - primarily technical sessions, but some business 
and other content as well. I tried to focus primarily on topics I’m in need of learning, but 
worked with other content that just sounded fun, too.


SESSION 1 
GEN10: SPECIAL SESSION 
FILEMAKER STAFF 

This “special session” was cloaked in mystery. 
FileMaker staff were very tight-lipped about what 
it was going to be. Turned out to be a showcase 
for FileMaker’s strategy - defining their spot in 
the industry, which they define as “Workplace 
Innovation Platform”.


Honestly, it was a little too much hype for my 
taste (I really don’t understand the whole 
marketing-strategy-buzzword thing), but it’s 
basically the fact that FileMaker is extremely well 

suited to solving business problems, especially business problems that can’t easily be handled 
by “appliance apps” (single-purpose applications like calendar, mail, etc.) or by the company’s 
larger enterprise level systems. It’s the sweet spot for the platform, and pretty much always has 
been. I’ll be posting some information on the blog post about how this works into FileMaker’s 
strategy.






SESSION 2 
INT01: MODULAR PROGRAMMING WITH CARD WINDOWS 
JOHN RENFREW, ATT.IT(UDE) 

Modular design is something I’ve always been interested (it 
was sort of my topic when I presented at DevCon in 2017). 
The card window option, new in FileMaker 16, allows us as 
developers to divorce some functionality from the hard ties 
to database context, and John’s session covered some 
nice examples of how that can be done.


Card windows do have some limitations:


• They can’t be used in WebDirect or Server

• The record navigator doesn’t appear

• The default position is centered


Card windows can be seen as a replacement for or improvement on popovers:


• You can build a card window using any layout or table occurrence. This means they can 
have a different context than the parent window - something popovers can’t do


• They represent a minimalist intrusion in UX. Popovers tend to add visual complexity, but 
since you can dim the parent window behind the card window, it will automatically focus 
the user’s attention


• They replace the copy / paste mentality with “design once use many”. A single layout can 
be used for many, many purposes without having to duplicate it across the solution (so it 
dramatically reduces build and maintenance time)


That last item is the key to modularity - use the same layout to create card windows in different 
contexts. John pointed out that modular design makes sharing easy - other apps, other 
developers, the general community. He noted that Todd Geist’s session Modular FileMaker 2.0 
(ADV04) would be covering more on this topic.


Another benefit of card windows is that they are transactional in nature. The user can’t do 
anything until the workflow step is completed.


One option John pointed out was to work with data in memory - using JSON, a virtual list, or 
similar techniques. This can reduce record lock issued (you commit the record when updates 
are done). User entry that fails can be saved for later.


Problems to solve with using card windows involve:


• Positioning

• Where to go next in the workflow

• What to do while you are away

• Integration


Positioning can be managed using these functions (among others):


• GetLayoutObjectAttribute

• FieldBounds




The FileMaker coordinate system is measured from the screen edges (with the origin being at 
the top left on everything except iPad landscape, which is bottom left).


There’s a difference in the available space in the window and the actual size of the window 
itself (which is termed “chrome”). Allowing for chrome can be handled using this calculation:


	 Get ( WindowHeight ) - Get ( WindowContentHeight )


John noted that the scroll bar can cause issues. The functions don’t always report back 
whether the scroll bar is included or not (especially the horizontal scroll bar, or when scroll bars 
are only visible while scrolling).


Another tip: The ruler counts as part of the window content, not the chrome. It’s about 22 pt in 
height, so be aware of it.


You cannot open a card window while another card window is open, but you can open a new 
document window. That document window can be entered, but the parent window to the card 
cannot. This can be used for various navigation or scripting functionality.


Where to go next


When the operation in the card window is complete and the user clicks the button or other 
control for the next step, a modular system needs a way to determine what to do next. If a 
single card layout is being used for multiple functions, you need a modular means for 
proceeding to the next step. Here’s what John suggested:


• Use a position determination to select the next script from ScriptNames

• Pass that as a parameter when closed and execute via ID or name


Philosophy


There’s an underlying philosophy to this approach.


• Modules can be fully self-contained, including all UI elements

• Much more than an interface widget

• Think system wide rather than window wide


Some use cases for this idea might include:


• Mixed mode windows - retain the found set in the parent window, perform a different found 
set in the card


• Edit form - replace popovers in portals, list view

• Terms of Service - common pattern. Most users are familiar with the card window concept 

for operations such as this

• Modal preview

• Navigation across different layouts (avoid many layouts with duplicate objects)

• Context-free quick form - add / edit data from any context

• Truly custom dialog boxes

• BOM builder, boilerplate assembler


Positioning allows the card window to appear in a logical place for the user. John showed a 
neat trick using a combination of Hide calculations and anchoring. By combining specific Hide 
calculations for various elements and anchoring slide panels to make layouts flexible (hide / 



display elements based on size, conditions), he was able to demonstrate using a single layout 
for different card windows that appeared quite different from each other.


This idea is good for “detour” workflows - allow operations from completely different context 
(add contact, record notes, etc). This is often a helpful feature for users who want to add an 
item to a domain table without leaving their current context.


John showed several demos via video from real systems, including:


• When using HID RFID reader, creating a card window for entry of the user’s PIN. The reason 
for this is that HID devices replace the keyboard on iPad or iPhone devices


• Bug report. Call up a card window from a remotely hosted solution (user never knows the 
difference). This exploits a little trick with card windows: If you spawn a card window from 
any file, the card appears in the foremost window, whether that window comes from the 
same file or not


Other ideas:


• Calendar picker

• Duration entry (e.g., microwave keypad)







SESSION 3 
ADV02: UNDER THE HOOD: STORAGE AND QUERIES 
CLAY MAECKEL, FILEMAKER 

The “under the hood” sessions are always educational. Clay has been with FileMaker since 
1989, and leads their engineering team. This session focused on technical details of the Draco 
database engine and on FileMaker’s file storage structure.


Clay covered some of the architecture of FileMaker from the 2006 time frame (the last time he 
presented this topic), and the architecture as of 2016. He also spoke to the changes coming 
up, specifically replacing Java with other technologies and relying more heavily on web 
languages like JavaScript.


Indexes in a database function very much like the index of a book. Clay covered the indexes 
created and used by FileMaker, and what they’re used for. Indexes are used for Find requests, 
joins, validation, value lists, and Insert From Index. Indexes are automatically created (by 
default) when any of these functions is called. They can also be created explicitly by the 
developer, or via the ODBC / JDBC engine with a “CREATE INDEX” statement.


There are two types of indexes, the word index and the value index. The word index is used for 
searches, and items in the index are typically separated by spaces. The value list, based on 
carriage returns, is used for joins and value lists. FileMaker indicates All, Minimum or None for 
indexes that have been created. All means both have been created; Minimum means one 
(either word or value); None means, well, no index. Fields other than text (number, time, etc.) 
only have the value index. Container and summary fields are not indexed at present, but there 
has been discussion of indexing documents such as PDFs stored in container fields.


Roughly the first 100 characters of each value (word or value) are indexed. Indexing is 
language-specific. By default, it’s not case sensitive, but forcing the index to Unicode can 
make it so.


For Find mode, a set of Find requests are analyzed to determine what hosts are involved, 
which queries have to be done on the client (versus the server), and then the queries are 
ordered so the indexes can be used first. Interestingly, when a search is executed based on a 
related field, the criteria in the related field are used to find matching records in the related 
table. Then, a “reverse join” is performed to find the records in the current context’s table. 
Privileges apply at each stage of the process - intermediate results are filtered to remove 
records to which the user doesn’t have access, as well as the final result. Sometimes, the 
calculation has to be evaluated, but if the calculation can be converted to a query, then that will 
be done against the index instead (for better performance).


Query results are passed around as sparse bitmaps, one bit per record. So there’s not much 
payload.


Joins are just specialized queries. Any relational reference can generate a query based on that 
relationship. Joins are performed iteratively for chains of joins. Portal sorts are applied after the 
join is made; the sorts on a relationship are part of the join query. Intermediate and the resulting 
set are both cached, and the cache is used as long as it’s considered up-to-date. This is the 
main difference between Find requests and joins (the former are not cached).


It’s important to recognize that FileMaker is not a SQL database. In the case of ESS, FileMaker 
tries to convert any find to its exact SQL equivalent. If this can’t be done, then an 



approximation is used and post-processed. If FileMaker is being used as a SQL host, the 
Relationships Graph is not used. Instead, the system tries to convert SQL queries into 
FileMaker queries. If that cannot be done, then the indexes are tried, and if that cannot be 
done, then a hard scan is performed on the data. In the worst case, a temporary table has to 
be created and downloaded to the client. This happens only occasionally, but usually involves 
joins or calculated columns. So FileMaker will perform best when a single table is queried.


Clay then switched to file maintenance. He covered the basics of the Save a Copy As dialog. 
There are four options:


• Copy of current file: Block-for-block copy of file, like Server’s backup

• Compacted copy: content put in table and record creation order, resulting in a new 

“optimized” file

• Clone: copies structure / schema but not record data

• Self-contained copy: starts with a copy of the current file, then turns off “store container 

data externally”


Compacting the database removes as much free space from the file as it can. This saves disk 
space, and may speed up read operations. However, it will slow down write operations. A 
larger drive will help with this issue.


When a database is closed, there are some housekeeping actions that take place. Empty 
blocks are moved to the end of the file, which is then truncated to reduce its size. The file is 
never shrunk during operation, but only on close.


FileMaker will perform a consistency check when opening a file that was not closed properly. 
This will be done on Server if the file is hosted, or via the client if local. It checks the internal 
consistency of each block and the linkages between each of the blocks. It also will rebuild the 
list of empty blocks in the file.


Recovery occurs in 17 steps. It affects only data blocks (not index blocks). Step 1 is to find the 
data pages. It finds all the valid blocks, then moves to step 2, which is rebuilding the data 
pages. It creates any glue blocks necessary and indexes them. After that, Recovery scans and 
rebuilds the rest of the file.


Clay also provided a link to Jon Thatcher’s 2017 session:


2017 Under the Hood: Server Performance (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjI6_lYRiVs)


SESSION 4 
ADV03: FLEXIBLE REPORTING WITH VIRTUAL LISTS AND EXECUTESQL 
MARTHA ZINK, SOLIANT CONSULTING 

Virtual Lists are one of my favorite FileMaker techniques. Fast and extremely flexible, Virtual 
Lists are enormously valuable to our development efforts. Populating the lists is usually done 
via scripting, and sometimes involve complex operations. Martha’s session covered some of 
the basics of the Virtual List technique and how to use SQL queries to populate the lists.


Martha started by showing two quick examples, involving pivot tables. These are typically hard 
to create in FileMaker, but are often in demand by clients. This was her end state goal.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjI6_lYRiVs




The basics of the Virtual List technique:


• It’s a FileMaker table

• Using FileMaker fields

• Using FileMaker records


The trick is that the data are stored locally, using 
unstored calculations to display the data that are 
typically stored in one or more global variables.


Martha demonstrated creating a simple virtual 
list table on the fly, which is typically quite 
simple. The minimum requirements are a serial 
number field (sometimes called “row”, or 
“record”) and one or more calculation field in this 
form:


	 GetValue ( source ; row )


The source can be a global variable or other 
source (Martha used a global field). It’s a return 
delimited list. So the calculation on each row 
corresponds to a value in the list. The records 
can be sorted, searched on, calculated on, and 
summarized. This is the beauty of the Virtual List - it behaves like a FileMaker table, but is 
totally session specific (each user has his own values) and very, very fast.


Martha then covered the basics of ExecuteSQL. It’s a function in the calculation engine that 
executes SQL queries, and it returns a blob of text based on the syntax the developer uses. It’s 
a valuable data collection tool. It’s fast (when used properly), context agnostic, and very 
flexible.


One handy feature of SQL is aggregation. So, for example, Martha demonstrated this query:


SELECT SalesRep, Sum ( Amount )

FROM Expense

GROUP BY SalesRep


This returns a single line with each sales rep’s aggregate amounts.


After demonstrating some basic queries, Martha covered how to trap SQL queries to prevent 
errors. First, using GetFieldName, she trapped the traditional problem of changing a field 
name. A further enhancement was to use a Custom Function to substitute a single period (the 
SQL separator) for the traditional “::” separator in FileMaker field nomenclature. It also encloses 
the table and field names in quotes to trap illegal or reserved field or table names. This is 
“practicing safe SQL”, in Martha’s terminology.


Martha’s pivot table technique was next. It uses separate fields for each column, combined 
with separate global variables for rows and columns. These variables contained the labels for 
the rows and columns, derived from the overall global data. A custom function is used to build 
the values in each cell based on the combination of row and column.


Ex:




Jane|Dining|4577


Row = Dining

Column = Jane

Value = 4577


Next up was the ability for the user to specify parameters for the report. By feeding different 
parameters to the script, Martha was able to allow the user to choose the column and row 
labels, as well as choose a date range. The SQL query is built on the fly. See demo file.


The last topic was a notification system. The system executes some specified queries and 
returns the results, which are displayed to the user when requested. Each query result has a 
keyword that allows the system to perform a search for the requested items when clicked.


One particular caveat with virtual lists is that they are not live data. If the data used to build the 
list change, unlike normal FileMaker data, the virtual list will not update. (It means the system 
has to refresh it.) Another important caveat: Do not delete VL records. It leaves a gap that won’t 
be immediately obvious.


SESSION 5 
ADV04: MODULAR FILEMAKER 2.0 
TODD GEIST, GEIST INTERACTIVE 

I joke with Todd occasionally about never leaving one of his 
sessions with my brain intact. He’s enormously smart, and 
keeping up with him is no small feat. He was one of the primary 
visionaries behind the first iteration of Modular FileMaker, and 
this session was all about the next iteration of it.


Modular FileMaker is, conceptually, write once, use many. It’s 
more of a design philosophy than necessary a technique. The 
intent is to have modules of functionality that can be 
incorporated into multiple solutions without extensive rework. 
The web site, ModularFileMaker.org, has been in operation 
since 2013, and, at the time of this writing, has over 60 
modules on it. It’s had over 500,000 page views, so it’s a 
popular resource.


The old standards under which Modular FileMaker was launched have changed some. For 
example, one of the original ideas was to avoid Custom Functions. Todd admitted that idea 
hadn’t worked out too well. Another was parameter passing; the original site used the Let 
method, while they have now switched to JSON.


Todd said that one of the objectives for the new version is to optimize for code generation. This 
is directly in response to FileMaker’s plan to allow XML representation to be accessible by end 
users.


One very interesting proposal Todd wants to see is using FileMaker as the back end for the 
new site. He believes that the data API makes it possible to do this, even for high traffic 
applications. The secret to making it work is to make heavy use of caching and avoid hitting 
the database with every request.


http://ModularFileMaker.org


Todd demonstrated a prototype of the new site. Using JavaScript and the data API, a very nice 
tile view was available, including type-ahead.


The next demo was to create a new module from scratch. Using a FileMaker database that 
captures the XML associated with the module, he pulled a series of custom functions down 
from the web site in a single click. A simple copy and paste later, they were in the new 
database.


To compare versions of a Custom Function, the MFM tool (the FileMaker database), Todd 
scanned the DDR and it was able to determine version and number of instances of each 
Custom Function. The tool was also able to scan the web site to determine if an update had 
been released.


Todd’s vision is to showcase what’s possible with FileMaker. He would like to see Modular 
FileMaker be something FileMaker developers can point customers to.


Todd proceeded into the build of the sample module. He organizes the scripts into three 
folders: File Modules, Application Modules, and Modules. File Modules are those items 
associated with the file - like the OnFirstWindowOpen trigger script. Application Modules are 
those associated with the application being built and Modules contains the individual bits of 
functionality. Underneath Modules folder will include Config, Public, and Private. Items in the 
Private module are items that the adopter of the module shouldn’t need to look at. The Config 
scripts would be the ones that need editing during integration of the module, and Public are 
the only scripts that would be called from outside.


One very cool item Todd demonstrated was a feature of the Generator application. By 
formatting his comments for the parameter specification in a predetermined way, the Generator 
provided him with the actual script steps for creating and decoding the parameter strings.


@param {object} json

@param {string} json.message

@param {string} json.title


This is more or less standard parameter comment notation.


Todd’s point is that generated code - code created via automated tools - both removes the 
tedium from the developer and provides simpler, easier-to-maintain code.


Tip: Card windows mount to the frontmost window, not the window where the layout is 
defined. This makes it possible to have a background file with the modules in it, and call it from 
other places with no installation required.







Day 3: Wednesday, August 8, 2018 
SESSION 1 
ITG05: CURL IN THE WILD: HOW ONE BUTTON GAVE US A 
GIANT TOOLBOX 
SALVATORE COLANGELO, GOYA PTY LTD 

cURL stands for Command Line URL. It’s a command line 
interface for interacting with web services or sites. I will 
readily admit … cURL has been something of a mystery for 
me. Up to now, I’ve been more or less copying other 
people’s code and tweaking it to get it to work. Bob Bowers 
was a big help on the training day, and Salvatore’s session 
took me further.


Integrated cURL support didn’t come to FileMaker until 
version 16, but it’s been technically available since version 
12. It was very limited, but it was there. Salvatore said that 
the addition of the “Specify cURL options” button in the 

Insert From URL script step opened up the world. Just one button, but it had a huge impact.


FileMaker supports a subset of cURL commands focused on HTTP/S and FTP/S. The options 
that access the file system or stdout should use variables instead.


Salvatore demonstrated an integration with Jive, tied to the FileMaker community. He first 
created the new discussion from a FileMaker file via cURL. (Which was impressive.)


Frequently used cURL options:


—header

-H


Sends HTTP Headers in a request


—data

-d


Sends the specified data in a request


—request

-X


Specify the request method (GET, POST, etc.)


—trace


Write the trace dump of all incoming and outgoing data (the developer should be careful with 
Base64 data; there could be a LOT of data)







—dump-header

-D


Write the received headers in a variable


—head

-I


Fetch the headers only


Salvatore covered the following use case for cURL:


Client is a promotional shop. They want to:


• Receive inquiries from online forms

• Send clients an artwork preview

• Send the graphics to the printing team via Dropbox


Salvatore pointed us to jotform.co. This site allows users and developers to create forms for 
submissions. He demonstrated pulling down data from jotform.co into a FileMaker database. 
The involved cURL looked like this:


	 “-H APIKEY:” & $key & “ -D $headers —trace $trace”


Again, note the presence of the variables inside the cURL string. This is contrary to standard 
FileMaker syntax, but it works. The key to understanding is it that you are telling FileMaker’s 
cURL engine where to stored the returned data (like the dump header and trace in the example 
above).


More cURL options:


—location

-L


Follow HTTP redirections


—output

-o


Rename the received file


—cookie

-b


Pass the data to the HTTP server in the Cookie header


http://jotform.co
http://jotform.co


Tip: If the headers are included, then every redirect will be in there. You’ll have to look for the 
last HTTP response header to determine success.


Authentication & Authorization


When we send a request, the API needs to know whether we are allowed to access the 
system, and what resources we are allowed access to. Roughly analogous to accounts and 
privilege sets in FileMaker.


Another demo - DocuSign


This demo showed an authentication method not strictly supported directly by FileMaker. The 
DocuSign service has a workflow where the user selects some products, the site sends back a 
request for approval, and then an electronic signature is recorded. The end result is a PDF 
document on the DocuSign web site. The point of the demo was to showcase a more complex 
authentication process. The service requires a three-step process to create the token via an 
RSA signature, and the unsupported bit is the RSA 256 encryption. Salvatore got around this 
issue by passing the data up to a PHP page that does the encryption, via a Web Viewer.


OAuth2 and JSON Web Tokens (JWT)


• The user grants consent to use the resources to the application


• Some ID parameters (ID or key) are used in a “recipe” to create the JWT.


• Then the token is signed with a private RSA 256 key.


• The authorization code is used to request an access token.


A JWT is composed of header (JSON), body (JSON), and signature (RSA encrypted).


Demo - Dropbox


Salvatore showed a trip wire with some web services - the JSON data type. He deliberately 
encoded two Boolean parameters as JSONString instead of JSONBoolean, and the service 
rejected it. Another trip wire is the need to escape quote characters.


	 Substitute ( $json ; “\”” ; “\\\”” )


Tips for API integration


• Read the documentation

• Test the API with the sample data

• Test the API with super-simple real data    <—— frustration hits here


The most common place to run into a problem is at the third step. That’s usually where things 
start to fail, according to Salvatore.


Some common problems or trip points:


Quote escaping


“-d \” { \”orderNumber     —->   “-d \” {\\\”orderNumber




Spaces in cURL parameters (spaces are treated as delimiters, so you can’t have them inside 
your parameter values)


Trailing comma (if you build the cURL data string using a loop, be careful not to leave the 
trailing comma in place after the loop)


Salvatore then had the audience try to participate in a game, sending a POST cURL request to 
https://fms.gova.co/DevCon2018game.php. Unfortunately, he lost me during the demo, so I 
couldn’t keep up with him. I’ll have to go back and review the demo file later. (This is rather 
common with DevCon sessions; they’re limited to 45 minutes so it’s very difficult to get 
everything covered.)





SESSION 2 
INT06: IT’S A TRAP! ERRORS IN SCRIPTING 
DAVID JONDREAU, WING FORWARD SOLUTIONS 

David’s session was all about error trapping. Error trapping in 
scripts is a crucial concept. Crucial. If something blows up 
during execution, the best case scenario without it is that the 
user is presented with a mysterious or misleading dialog. And 
a lot of worse things can happen. We do a lot of error trapping 
in our scripts here at Net Caster Solutions. A lot. But it never 
hurts to see someone else’s take on the concept.


The primary reason for error handling: Data integrity


Other reasons: UX, adoption. Graceful error handling helps 
keep users from hating the application (which is always a 
good thing to prevent).


David’s basic principles for error handling include:


• Programming is subtle - few absolute rules

• Context is King

• Users are not programmers

• Access Privileges are important

• Only a handful of scripting situations cause 80% of errors

• Make the implicit explicit


The default error messages FileMaker provides are geared more for developers than users, and 
can be cryptic for the average user.


https://fms.gova.co/DevCon2018game.php


First steps: Prevent errors


• Don’t do live development with active users

• Script-only layouts and trigger bypasses

• Never delete schema, scripts, or layouts without removing references

• Allow User Abort [ Off ] - always!

• Use script patterns that manage error creation


Vocabulary


Fault: Something goes wrong

Ex: User attempts to access a record in use by another user


Error: When FileMaker reports it thinks something has gone wrong

Ex: 301 - Record is in use by another user


There are faults that are not reported as errors. And there are errors that do get reported that 
aren’t really faults. For example, if you program a loop using Go to Record [ Next ; Exit after 
last ], FileMaker will record a 101 error at the last record, even though it’s completely expected 
behavior.


Set Error Capture is an important script step for error handling. However, an important concept 
to understand is that error codes are still returned to the script if Set Error Capture is set to Off 
(where the errors are reported back to the user). So the error code is always returned to the 
script, whether error capture is on or off.


David covered a couple of useful functions for error capture:


• Get ( ErrorCaptureState ) - reports current status of Set Error Capture

• Get ( LastError ) - returns the error code from the last script step


Error trapping consists of two steps: Capture and Handle. Capture basically mean preventing 
the default report of the error to the user. Handling can be one of two actions: Either resolve the 
error, continuing the normal workflow silently without notifying the users, or report to the user 
that something has gone wrong, and, perhaps, ask for resolution.


Vulnerable scripting situations include:


• Found sets

• Editing records

• File paths

• Send Mail


Case: Send Mail. Sending mail, because it inherently involves dealing with an outside system, 
can be a source of plenty of errors. There are several failure points with attendant error codes, 
and sometimes false positives are received.


David then did some demos with a prepared file that was deliberately designed to show error 
messages. He demonstrated how the default error messages can be replaced with more user-
friendly ones, and how to trap specific error codes using Get ( LastError ).




Tip: Capture error codes in variables, as each subsequent script step will clear the last error 
code. If you wait a few script steps to use Get ( LastError ), then you won’t have an accurate 
picture.


Tip: Give instructions to the user as to what to do when an error occurs. (Contact support, etc.) 
This helps with user experience. (And make the instructions simple - no computer jargon!)


David’s contention is that the three most common actions that cause errors are:


• After performing a Find

• Before editing a record

• After editing a record


When a script performs a Find, sometimes the wrong found set can occur. This situation is a  
potential disaster for data integrity


Most common Find errors:


• 400 (empty Find criteria) 
401 (no records match)


For editing a record, the common error is record lock (301). It happens when one user attempts 
to edit a record another user is currently editing. This cannot be allowed because one user’s 
edits would overwrite the other’s. (This is actually a FileMaker strength - the platform handles 
record lock for you automatically. Some other database systems make this more difficult.)



The developer can force a record to open for a 
particular user by using the Open Record script step. 
It’s not strictly required; Set Field contains implicit 
Open Record. However, David suggested using an 
explicit Open Record to check for errors before using 
Set Field (or other data manipulation). This was in line 
with his principle of making the implicit explicit. It also 
allows the developer to isolate the potential error set, 
making it easier to trap.


Tip: Get ( LastExternalErrorDetail ) returns user name 
of user with open record on 301. It used to be, we 
didn’t have any way of fetching the user name so we 
could alert the user. But that’s changed with this new 
function.


For committing records, the most common error is 
data validation. David suggested using an explicit 
Commit prior to any action that causes implicit 
commit.


Another suggestion: Don’t use Get ( FoundCount ) to 
check for Find errors. Can report OK if, for example, 
Find criteria are empty (400). If that happens, the 
original found set is restored and the wrong records can be operated on.




David covered some recommendations for common patterns, such as editing a record:


• Open Record

• Perform operation

• Commit Record


He said you should insert error checks after each step in the process.


Error logging is a good idea - because users don’t often report back. Some options for error 
logging include:


• Write errors to a table

• Send email

• Use Server features


As we previously mentioned, the Go to Record script step can create a false positive error. Not 
only is this potentially annoying while scripting, it also writes a row to the server error log, 
cluttering the log with false positives. Developers can avoid this problem by using this loop 
termination method:


Exit Loop If [ Get ( RecordNumber ) = Get ( FoundCount )]

Go to Record / Request / Page [ Next ]




By using this construction, the system won’t go beyond the last record in the found set, and 
the error will not be triggered.




SESSION 3 
SEC02: FILEMAKER SECURITY IN THE MODERN ECOSYSTEM 
MIKE BEARGIE, MAINSPRING, INC. 

Mike is a fellow Community MVP, colleague, and friend. I’ve been pleased to have his help over 
the years, and seeing him each year at DevCon is always nice. (Of course, that’s one of the big 
benefits of the conference - meeting up with colleagues you don’t get to see other times of the 
year.)


Unless you’ve been living in a cave, you probably already know that information security is a 
big topic. We take security very seriously here at Net Caster Solutions, and I’m always looking 
for more information on how to secure our clients’ data. Mike’s session was all about helping 
developers do exactly that.


Important security principle of security: being proactive


Modern Security


• Point of Security Failure (servers, clients, networks)

• Zones of Vulnerability (networks, local hacks {malware}, network intercepts)

• Vectors of Attack (single hackers, charity hacks, hacker cells, state actors, botnets, social 

engineering)

• Malicious Goals (financial gain, espionage, financial damage, extortion {ransom}, chaos)


None of these factors specifically involves FileMaker as a product - but FileMaker solutions 
inherit them all by being in the environment.


Mike covered an extensive vocabulary of security related terms:


• DDoS - Distributed Denial of Service. Flooding the network with traffic to bring it to a halt

• Injection - inserting malicious code into a system (SQL injection). FileMaker CAN be 

vulnerable if using a SQL plugin

• Man in the Middle - snooping network traffic by substituting a phone certificate for the real 

one

• Encryption - obfuscating data to make it unreadable. AES 256 encryption is very strong; 

Base64 is not really encryption at all

• Spoofing - pretending to be someone you’re not. Essentially tricking the victim into trusting 

the wrong person

• Social engineering - exploiting human vulnerabilities or laziness

• Phishing - responding to unsolicited requests for information. Coupled with Social 

Engineering

• APT - Attached Persistent Threat. An intercepting agent or person stays in the system or a 

long period of time, desiring to be undetected

• Ransomware

• Logic Bomb - conditionally executed malicious code. Example - time bomb

• Brute Force - hammering the system through looping logic until a correct combination is 

identified

• Federated ID - single source of truth for your identity. Universal authentication mechanism




• Overflow - attempt to overflow the resources of a server. Can be implemented easily and 
accidentally in FileMaker


• Zero Trust - Mindset that no individual or agent is to be trusted until identified and 
authenticated. Everything must be validated before access is granted


• Signature - Something like an SSL certificate. Uses uniquely available information to 
“stamp” the item with a trustworthy seal


• Insecurity Through Obscurity - attempting to “hide” rather than secure information

• GDPR - General Data Protection Regulation. EU regulations on data protection. Covers 

how companies are responsible for protecting individuals’ identities

• IoT - Internet of Things

• MFA - Multifactor authentication - you have to go through two or more gates to 

authenticate. Typically, something you know, and something you have (ex: password + cell 
phone text)


FileMaker Security Planning


• Top-Down Approach (server > server network > inside network > client > outside network). 
Each step should be secured


• Not Always FileMaker

• Closed Door Approach (close as many doors as possible)

• Don’t Go Solo (avoid bravado)

• Test Your Success (something we often don’t do enough of)


It’s good to write down the plan.



Mike covered some FileMaker security features:


• Password Policy

• Admin Account

• FMServer_Sample

• Idle Logoff

• Account Lockout

• SSL Certificates

• Encryption at Rest

• Granular Privileges

• File Access Protection

• Field Level Encryption

• Secure Containers

• OAuth / AD

• Port binding

• By Design (Layouts)

• Scripts

• V-Rev Locking (prevent older clients from logging in)

• Logging

• Outbound Email (TLS encryption)




As you can see, FileMaker has a wide available tool set for providing security. But why else is 
FileMaker more secure?


• Community

• Platform Tools


• Privilege Sets

• Server Tools

• Proprietary Format


• Flexibility

• Security Reporting


Well, that sounds great. But why can FileMaker be less secure?


• Security Through Obscurity. One example Mike gave was bot crawler suppression on 
WebDirect. In older releases, WebDirect pages on the open internet would be indexed by 
bot crawlers, allowing anyone who did a Google search to find your WebDirect page. (It’s 
been fixed in more recent releases.)


• Unchanged Defaults (FMServer_Sample; Admin / no pwd; no SSL)

• Level of Effort (lazy / time crunched developers)

• Lack of Education (developers who don’t understand threats or mitigations)

• Plugins (esp SQL functions)


GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation)


• Why? (Very thorough; required for operating in EU or with data from EU people; probably 
something similar coming in other jurisdictions; financial penalties for compliance failures 
enormous)


• Implications

• Overall Benefits

• Further Reading


I attended a complete session on GDPR; I’ll cover what I learned in that writeup.

Mike next covered some demonstrations. He started with Amazon Web Services, specifically, a 
FileMaker Cloud instance he’d created during the training day. On AWS, there is a security 
group feature that installs a layer of security between the server and the resources stored on it. 
You can edit a series of inbound rules to secure the various features and ports.


Amazon has a feature called IAM (Identity and Access Management), which allows the 
administrator to manage accounts, and also allows him to delegate that privilege to others. By 
default, FileMaker Cloud creates some IAM resources when the instance is created.


Another feature AWS has is called AWS Shield, which helps protect the network against DDoS 
attacks. It detects sudden surges in network traffic and shuts down connections automatically.


CloudWatch is Amazon’s tool for creating monitoring dashboards. As part of his demo, Mike 
had the attendees attempt to hit the instance all at the same time. It showed a spike in network 
activity when this was done.


The final Amazon product Mike showed was the GuardDuty service. This allows the 
administrator to set up automated alerts, whitelists, and the like.




SESSION 4 
SEC03: EU GDPR: WHY YOU SHOULD CARE 
CLAUS LAVENDT, DATAMANIX 

One of the less pleasant aspects of business is understanding and complying with government 
regulations. Sometimes detailed, sometimes vague, usually well-intentioned, and always time-
consuming, they’re nevertheless a fact of life. The GDPR is a new set of regulations passed in 
the European Union designed to protect consumer personal data. Claus’s session covered 
what FileMaker developers should know in order to avoid serious trouble.


Claus began by flatly stating that he was not a lawyer, and that often, legal compliance comes 
down to interpretation.


Some history: After WW II, the European powers and the US came together to develop an 
international agreement on human rights. One of those rights is privacy. In the digital world, 
unfortunately, privacy is suffering, and regulations have not kept up.


The new GDPR regulations apply to companies who have or collect personal information about 
living persons who live in the EU. It covers both digital and hard copy information.


Principles: A company does not own the personal data of any person. The individual owns it. A 
company borrows that information for a specific purpose for a specific time frame, which 
means the owner’s permission is required. The data must be used only for the specific 
purposes authorized, and must be surrendered when the time frame is expired or upon request 
of the owner.


Reasons to care


• Important to comply with legislation (morally and for penalty avoidance)

• Penalty can be up to 4% of global annual revenue or 20 million euros, whichever is larger. In 

other words, you can be bankrupted

• The obligation to publish data breach incidents can seriously harm a company’s reputation

• Bright side - brings business opportunities to FileMaker developers


GDPR is enforced in the EU, but California has just published a “mini” GDPR, and other states 
are following suit. So it will eventually be applicable everywhere.


According to GDPR, any organization that possesses personal data is classified as a “Data 
Processors”, whether you do any processing or not. Data Processors are not only liable for 
compliance, but are potentially co-liable with Data Controllers (customers) who do not comply. 
We are required to have “Data Processor Agreements” in place between the Processor and 
Controller.


Warning: Lawyers have been creating agreements that are full of (to quote Claus) “crap that 
has nothing to do with GDPR”. So Claus’s company made their own.


New Way of Looking On Ownership


• The individual owns the data

• The company or organization soliciting the data is the Data Controller

• The subcontractor or provider is the Data Processor




Interesting tidbit: The US is on a “blacklist” that disallows a US company from storing EU data 
inside the US. The EU authorities do not trust US companies’ security.


GDPR covers any person-related data - any data that can be related in any way to a real, living 
person. Naturally, that covers name, address, email, etc. It also covers the contact person 
inside a company, as well as resumes and applications (including when they’re unsolicited), IP 
addresses that can be related to a person (even if it’s hard to do so), and geolocation 
information.


Compliance


• Is FileMaker GDPR compliant? Yes … no … and “it depends”

• A system or technology cannot be GDPR compliant, because compliance incorporates 

both the system and the procedures


Elements of Compliance


• Documentation

• Security by design

• Privacy by design

• Ask for consent (specific cases)

• Transparency




Documentation


• We have to have a Data Flow Description

• Start with processes for collecting and processing data

• Describe types of detail in detail, as they can be of different types and we need to 

document legality for each piece

• Ask for only the information required for the specific workflow (“do you have a hot sister?” 

is not relevant to a sales contract)


Security by Design


• Use the built-in security features of FileMaker

• EAR - SSL - privilege sets - field level encryption

• Failing to use a protection can be evidence of a failure to apply security by design

• Consider external authentication

• Apply security best practices


Privacy by Design


• We have to be able to delete the data when we no longer have a legal need for it

• Implement features to delete data (automatic is best)

• Consider logging outputs for documentation (in case of a breach)

• Outputs should be limited to “need to have” vs. “nice to have”

• Consider limiting what users can see, based on what they need to see


Consent and Information


• Explicit consent is required for some types of data

• Consents must be plan, simple, easy to understand, and limited to specific use. (Don’t ask 

a lawyer to write them!)

• You must inform the person that their consent can be withdrawn at any time. It must be as 

easy to withdraw consent as it was to give it

• You must inform the individual of the identity of the Data Controller


Types of Data


• 4 categories

• Common data (gender, age, contact details, interests, customer profile). Generally 

what is needed to fulfill a contract. Consent not required, in general; consent can 
still be granted


• Sensitive data (race, ethnical, religion, political, union relations, medical information, 
genetic data, biometric data). Must have a legal reason for collection, and consent 
is required


• Private data (criminal records, serious social problems, personality tests, divorces, 
adoption info, etc.). Always need consent, except in specific circumstances (e.g., 
prisons having criminal records).


• Social Security numbers. Governed by national special laws


Documentation lives forever. It must be updated as conditions change.




Claus suggested using GDPR as an opportunity to optimize workflows. It could also be seen as 
a business opportunity for FileMaker developers.


• Data Flow Description solution

• Logging features for existing solutions

• Document systems

• Data exchange platform (email? Yikes! We can do better)

• Mobile apps for collection


Some examples developed by DataManix:


Data Flow Description solution


• Fairly simple solution offered to customers

• Hosted on customer’s server

• Customer responsible for maintaining information

• Documents also uploaded to solution (container fields)

• The solution becomes THE documentation app


Job Portal


• Replaces email as a submission method for resumes, etc.

• Job seekers go to a web site where they create a profile

• Controls the information submitted - much better than a resume with who knows what on it

• Profiles are automatically deleted after 6 months unless the person is hired

• If the person is hired, then addition information is required (banking information, Soc Sec 

info, etc)

• Accessed via WebDirect


Data Exchange Platform


• Tightly integrated with existing customer system

• Ex: Models traveling to another country need to send a passport image to the travel 

agency. Rather than sending through email, it’s sent through the system, where everything 
can be logged


• Used to exchange all kinds of data

• All use is logged

• Receiver gets a time-limited account

• Bi-directional (ex: passport goes to travel agency, boarding pass comes back)

• Again, WebDirect


Model Scout App


• Information collected on iPhones

• Photos taken through the camera can go to iCloud, which is in the US - problem

• FileMaker used to contain the data and the images

• Data is sent to the FileMaker server, so only limited data stored on device


GDPR is only the beginning. We can’t afford to say, “Oh, well, that’s for the EU and doesn’t 
apply to us,” because the concepts will eventually be incorporated into most if not all 
countries’ regulations. We’ve already seen California take steps in this direction, and I did some 
research into Canadian regulations (we have a client in Canada); the same principles are 
present in their regulations. Although procedures for these things are normally beyond the 



purview of a software developer, we absolutely must be cognizant of the requirements. The 
alternatives are simply too harsh to accept.


SESSION 5 
INT09: WHO MOVED MY ADMIN CONSOLE? 
WIM DECORTE, SOLIANT CONSULTING 

FileMaker 17 introduced a complete overhaul of the Server Admin Console. It’s beautiful, but 
there are definitely some growing pains with it. Wim’s session covered the changes, as well as 
using the Admin API and command line tools to work with the server.


Changed


• Admin console

• Admin CLI

• Data API

• Default SSL certificate behavior


New


• Admin API

• Secure folder

• Default midnight backup


Removed


• Create SSL certificate signing request from the Console

• Standby Server

• Sub-admin groups

• LDAP Registration

• Live stats, logs from Console


Together with Steven Blackwell, Wim has authored three new white papers on Server:


	 https://community.filemaker.com/docs/DOC-8939


That document also includes a Postman collection for all the API commands. Very handy 
resource.


Wim covered the basics of the new Console, on all its tabs.


System statistics on the Dashboard come from the OS, not FMS. The timeline goes back only 
3 minutes. This means that the system statistics on the Dashboard are not really a good tool 
for troubleshooting over a significant time period.


A black lock icon on the folder for a database indicates that file is in the Secure folder.


Backups can be “preserved” so they aren’t overwritten, but it’s only available for the default 
midnight backup. That default backup can be disabled from the command line. 


You can set progressive backups from the Console, but can’t change the frequency. (You can 
from the command line.)


https://community.filemaker.com/docs/DOC-8939


Wim disables the setting to auto-host databases on startup so he can control when the 
databases come back up after an event. He recommended this as a best practice.


Message schedules are not visible in the Console. Only user-created backup and script 
schedules.


To enable WebDirect you have to 
remember to enable the WPE.


Tip: Leave the license certificate 
in the Downloads folder so it can 
import it during installation.


Wim then covered several settings 
that have been removed from the 
Console (cache, number of 
databases, number of PSoS 
sessions, etc). He stressed that 
the features are still in the 
product; they just aren’t available 
in the Console.


Two new commands are now 
available from the command line:


• GET

• SET


Since it’s command line, it’s both 
powerful and scriptable. GET 
retrieves settings; SET changes 
them.


Examples:


fmsadmin get serverconfig - show server configuration settings


fmsadmin set serverconfig cachesize=800 proconnections=250 - set cache size to 800 
MB and number of Pro clients to 250


fmsadmin disable schedule 1 - disable schedule ID 1 (probably the FMS backup 
schedule)


Wim’s next topic was the Admin API. Like the command line, it’s powerful; it can be scripted, 
and accessed from anywhere.


Some of the tools Wim suggested for interacting with the Admin API included:


• Postman

• Fiddler

• Community


The documentation for the Admin API can be found here: localhost/fmi/admin/apidoc/ (from 
the server machine).




The FileMaker community have stepped forward and implemented several tools to fill in the 
functionality gaps, using the Admin API. It’s available here:


	 https://community.filemaker.com/docs/DOC-9197


Monitoring your FileMaker Server


• On Windows, use PerfMon

• Server white paper collection includes PerfMon collections

• On Mac, Activity Monitor provides some information

• Unix commands like Top (command line)


Log views


• New Console has link to download selected logs

• fmsadmin ENABLE command can enable logs as well as schedules

• SERVERSTATS log stays on when enabled; others turn themselves off if server reboots

• Some logs available only through OS


Live log view


• On Windows, Event Viewer

• On Mac, Console or Unix command line tools like Tail

• Non-OS tools like Zabbix


Non-OS tools can monitor for events and run scripts in response. Helpful in combination with 
fmsadmin.


Data API


Not just an add-on to WPE

• its own process

• its own scripting engine

• fast / reliable


Script compatibility has separate entries for Server, Data API, and WebDirect. Three separate 
scripting engines.


Data API and WebDirect can call PSoS sessions to overcome script step incompatibilities (if it’s 
allowed in Server but not the others).


One other limitation: The data API cannot use plugins.


https://community.filemaker.com/docs/DOC-9197




SESSION 6 
ITG10: GOOGLE API INTEGRATIONS USING NATIVE FILEMAKER TOOLS 
MATESON GUTIERREZ, HARMONIC 

Google supplies many different services through their various API tools. Most of us are familiar 
with Maps, but there are several others. Mateson’s session covered some of these capabilities.


Mateson started with a demo. He sent an email to himself, and then captured the data in 
FileMaker. He covered the process for interacting with a Google API, which required several 
steps for authentication. First, you select your APIs and authorize them. You receive back an 
authorization code. That’s used to create an authorization token and refresh token. The 
authorization token is good for an hour; using the refresh token generates a new one. After 
that, the request can be built using the authorization token.


In order to do that in FileMaker, the process has to be replicated. A Web Viewer is used to do 
the initial authorization. The authorization code has to be extracted from the HTML, and then 
after that, we use the Insert From URL and JSON functionality.


Mateson tried to have everyone in class follow along, but the Google API system requires 
several steps. I missed one, and was completely lost. (He was also going really fast, trying to 
cover it all in the time allowed.) So this was one of those sessions I would have to go back and 
review later. The demo was interesting, though; he was able to fetch the contents of a Google 
Mail message into the FileMaker database.




Day 4: Thursday, August 9, 2018 
Thursday was the FBA and customer story day, with sessions and content primarily aimed at 
FileMaker Business Alliance partners, like Net Caster Solutions. It also gave “citizen 
developers” a chance to showcase what they’d been doing with FileMaker at their companies 
and nonprofits.


SESSION 1 
FBA09: FBA KEYNOTE 
BRAD FREITAG, VP OF WORLDWIDE SALES, FILEMAKER, INC 

This was my first FBA day at DevCon, so I was curious to hear what it was all about. The 
session description for the keynote had these four topics:


• Impacting Our Culture

• Category Domination

• Professional Developer Initiatives

• FileMaker Vision


Brad started with the example of Happy Software, which had been acquired as a tech 
company. The founder has since retired and is quite satisfied that the employees are taken are 
of - this was his definition of success. Brad said FileMaker took the impact of their decisions 
on the partners’ objectives seriously.


Vision


Abstracting for teams software that had been available previously only for large-scale projects


Tech graduates are in short supply. FileMaker sees this as an opportunity, based on the 
Workplace Innovation category.


Brad said that platforms defined as no-code / low-code are an extremely hot topic. There’s an 
enormous demand for the ability to develop solutions quickly, without extensive skill sets 
needed. He said the category was being defined based on that driver, but with a good 
technical foundation and ecosystem underneath it. He feels that the FBA program is a key 
differentiator for FileMaker, because they contribute to every element of the ecosystem.


The community is important - it’s friendly, helpful, vibrant, and FMI wants to continue to 
support it. FileMaker also is, and will continue to be, an Apple subsidiary, and FMI feels that is 
also a key discriminator.


Next up was Ryan McCann, to discuss the FBA program itself. He said the intent was to exploit 
and eventually dominate the category, and felt that FileMaker had some key differentiators that 
clearly make FMI the leader in the space.


He said the Advocate pillar of the FBA Pillars of Excellence was going to be crucial for 
implementing the Workplace Innovation category. We would need to bring in new customers 
and spread the word.




Brad covered the FBA Parter Council next. He introduced the members of the Council as of 
2018 - 2019. There were 8 members: Kevin Hammond, Patrick Cranston, Molly Connolly, 
Sascha Gunther, John Sindelar, Yousaf Shah, Craid Saunders, Shin Ninagawa, and Cris 
Ippolite. Several members spoke briefly.


Brad went back on the stage and stated that FMI believes professional developer growth is 
essential. It’s not just for the citizen developers.


He showed some of the new marketing materials, including a video showcasing a developer 
from iSolutions. FileMaker have partnered with 42 Silicon Valley, which is a tuition-free coding 
university, and a video for that was shown. FMI is providing scholarships and subsidies in the 
internship program, which has been quite successful so far. I personally am encouraged by 
FileMaker engaging with education. One of our problems at my day job was the difficulty in 
finding FileMaker developers to hire; most college graduates are coming out with Microsoft as 
their only skill base.


Brad closed by asking the FBA partners to embrace the Workplace Innovation Platform 
language for a consistent message. He also asked us to share how healthy FileMaker itself is, 
and the fact that it’s an Apple subsidiary.




SESSION 2 
MVP PROGRAM & ROADMAP REVIEW 
ROSEMARY TIETGE, FILEMAKER, INC 

Rosemary is a long-time colleague (over 20 years now). She’s the primary person in charge of 
the FileMaker Community, and she asked us who are MVPs to attend this session. She laid out 
her plans for the future changes to the Community, and there was a lively discussion on what 
people perceived as the strengths and weaknesses of the Community. The MVP program will 
be expanding in the near future, and the Jive platform on which it currently runs will be 
replaced as well.




SESSION 3 
ALIGNING WITH APPLE 
BILL KAISER, GLOBAL MANAGER - APPLE, FILEMAKER, INC 

Bill’s session covered how FileMaker is aligning with Apple, their parent company, to promote 
the platform. FileMaker have been partnering with Apple retailers (i.e., the Apple Store) to 
demonstrate how to build custom apps for business, and to help each other promote their 
respective businesses.




Bill’s session actually had two guest speakers, one from a Platinum FBA partner, and one from 
Apple. But first, Bill provided an update on how FileMaker is working with Apple.


Apple has recently gone through some realignment with their retail stores. One idea they want 
to promote is that everyone can be involved with “business”, not just the people in the head 
office. FileMaker is supporting this effort by conducting many training sessions with Apple staff 
in the retail stores, but Apple also has a large present in the enterprise space. Apple is more 
focused than ever on the business space. They also have a traditional presence in education, 
and FileMaker is partnering with Apple to talk to solution engineers about FileMaker.


FileMaker has developed a demo app they are using in Apple Stores to demonstrate the 
capabilities of the platform. It opens automatically when FileMaker is opened on a store 
computer. FileMaker is working to make sure all the staff in Apple Stores know it’s there.


Another new development is an Enterprise Toolkit FileMaker are working on, for worldwide 
distribution for Apple staff. It’s a guide for staff who need to answer potential questions from 
customers.


Next up was Emory Brown of DB Services, a Platinum FBA partner. He spoke to what engaging 
with Apple looks like. There are a few roles involved:


• Customer

• Apple Store team

• FileMaker

• The consultant


The customer always has a business problem to solve. They’re seeking the best tool to solve it. 
They may or may not have a tech budget.


The Apple Store team is looking for the best tools, too, for empowering the customer. They’re 
typically advocates for creating a tech budget. However, they may not know or appreciate the 
value of custom apps.


FileMaker is invested in long-term customer success. They introduce the customer to the full 
platform, but they rely on FBAs to deliver the results.


The FBA consultant wants to focus on the long-term relationship too. Our primary job is to 
educate, educate, educate. We want to strive for small wins, and to become agents of change.


The goal of change is to transform the environment. A tool is just a tool to get there. And we 
need to help the customer understand the need for change - asking questions and not just 
answering them. Strive to understand “why” - goals define features, not the other way around. 
No level of expertise can predict the customer’s motive.


Emory spoke to the need for demos. We need to be comfortable demonstrating existing 
solutions (including starter solutions), but we need to understand that we haven’t built the app 
yet. We want to focus on the vision over the demo.


Story telling is very important. The customer and the consultant see the final result, but the 
Apple Store and FileMaker sometimes don’t. They need to be told the story, too. Keep them 
involved throughout the process.


Bill returned to the stage to introduce the Apple representative, Apple’s manager for Small / 
Medium Business initiatives worldwide. They basically sat and chatted. He said business is a 



recognized opportunity for 
Apple, especially small 
business. Fundamentally, they 
consider partnerships to be an 
essential strategy for the 
initiative. The initiative to move 
into business looked at going to 
partners, like FileMaker and FBA 
partners, rather than to create 
core business functionality 
themselves (things like payment, 
payroll, personnel, etc.). They 
could fill out the solution gaps 
that way. He saw FileMaker as a 
key component for filling in 
those gaps, with its easy 
development and deployment.


Apple is going through a rework 
of the Apple Consultancy 
Network. They recognize it 
hasn’t been particularly 
effective, mostly because the 
consultants didn’t get the 
support they might have from 
Apple. But they’re hopeful that 
they can align the program with 
the FBA program, and get some 
of the FBA partners to become 
ACN partners. They’re looking to 
roll out the new program in the 
spring or summer of 2019.


CLOSING THOUGHTS 

It was a good conference this year. The venue was incredible, and I learned a number of new 
things. It’s always good to interact with colleagues who you know only from the electronic 
world. I did see one very amusing tweet from another attendee:


“They say if you’re the smartest person in the room, you need a different room. We spent the 
last week in the right room.”


So did I. It might be a little hard on the ego, but being around people who are smarter than I am 
gives me the opportunity to learn. I get better, and that helps me and the people I’m serving.


Looking forward to DevCon 2019 in Orlando!


A few more photos from the event follow. And now for the kicker: Every photo in this document 
was taken inside the hotel. Crazy!












